It seems our small notes in manuals to keep all exhaust pipes and parts clean has not
been noticed by customers and many are not vacuuming fans and chaff areas regularly
which could clog pipes and burn out fan motors and void warranty. Therefore please
send this update to every customer and future customer. We will update manuals with
more details in the coming months.

PROPER MAINTENANCE OF ROASTERS INCLUDE DAILY & WEEKLY
CLEANING OF ALL EXHAUST- ESPECIALLY THE EXHAUST OFF
ROASTER THAT PULLS CHAFF
Coffee roasting produces a great deal of smoke, moisture and chaff. That mixed together
during the roasting process creates a need to keep all ductwork and venting cleaned
regularly. Failure to keep all internal parts of roaster clean could result in safety hazards
and equipment failure. Failure to maintain your unit properly could result in voiding
warranty and damaging many other components in roaster.Therefore follow these steps to
avoid problems:

1. Clean chaff Each day or after every roast: every 2-3

roasts or more often if coffee produces excessive chaff. Clean chaff
from: A: CHAFF UNIT B: Debris tray in or under burner room (this is
vital after each roast. Especially electric models that have
perforated drums and drop more debris and chaff into burner room
during roast) C. Chaff area under cooling tray: you may have a door
that pops open to clean chaff or on small machines you may simply
lift cooling tray and clean- also clean venting going to fan so it
does not clog.

2. CLEAN FAN VENTING WEEKLY WITH A VACUUM OR SOFT
BRUSH: some customers are forgetting this most important area.

You must lift fan off chaff unit if attacked and clean vent under
fan. Failure to do so will result in reduced air flow which can
create many other problems. See extreme pictures below where vent
was not cleaned for weeks. If you roast 8 hours a day then clean
this daily with a fan or soft brush: while open check and clean
walls of chaff unit. If vent holes in chaff unit get clogged chaff
unit will not work properly. (See extreme pictures below)
3. USE PERMANENT PIPES: Some units come equipped with temporary
flexible piping. These pipes are just for initial setup and test of
your Roaster. You need to use permanent piping and set it up so a
pipe brush can be ran through it semi- monthly or more often to
clean avoid buildup of fire causing

